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Service	Overview	

Ancero Backup & Disaster Recovery 

Ancero Backup and Recovery (BDR) provides device backups and onsite recovery as virtual machines on 
the BDR device for business continuity.   An on-site BDR appliance acts as a local storage device and 
stand-by server in the event of a server and/or workstation failure.  Customer data is replicated and stored 
(in encrypted form) in two (2) secure off-site data centers using AES256 + SSL key-based encryption.  
Data compression and de-duplication technologies are also used to optimize and reduce transfer size.  Our 
Cloud data centers are SSAE16 certified satisfying the qualifications set by AICPA’s Auditing Standards 
Board.  The AICPA is widely recognized as the gold standard for assessment of operational controls and 
activities.  The solution also provides cloud-based recovery as virtual machines for a robust disaster 
recovery solution. 
 

Ancero Local Backup & Recovery 

Ancero Local Backup & Recovery (LBR) provides device backups, but excludes onsite virtual machine 
recovery.   An on-site LBR appliance acts as a local storage device and customer data is replicated and 
stored (in encrypted form) in two (2) secure off-site data centers using AES256 + SSL key-based 
encryption.  Data compression and de-duplication technologies are also used to optimize and reduce 
transfer size.  Our Cloud data centers are SSAE16 certified satisfying the qualifications set by AICPA’s 
Auditing Standards Board.  The AICPA is widely recognized as the gold standard for assessment of 
operational controls and activities.  The solution also provides cloud-based recovery as virtual machines 
for a robust disaster recovery solution. 
 

Hardware	Warranty	

All Ancero BDR hardware is covered under a comprehensive five (5) year warranty, limited to the terms 
herein.  All Ancero LBR hardware is covered under a comprehensive three (3) year warranty, limited to 
the terms herein. 
 
Ancero and its upstream supplier (Datto, Inc.) warrants that direct hardware purchases are protected 
against defect in material and craftsmanship, hardware failures, malfunctions, and acts of disaster for the 
period of time defined above.  The effective date of the warranty is the date of purchase.  During the 
Warranty Period, any defect in hardware as a result of ordinary use and/or disaster will be assessed and 
deemed as replaceable under the discretion of a certified technician.  Once deemed replaceable, a 
replacement device will be express shipped with offsite data seeded to the device, if necessary.  Customer 
is responsible for assisting Ancero in returning the original unit, with postage to be paid by Ancero’s 
upstream supplier. 
 
Every manufactured device is subject to inspection prior to shipment.  No replacement unit is to be 
delivered without successfully passing a quality assurance examination.  Upon approval, the replaced 
product will be expressed shipped to a single destination as coordinated by Ancero.  Shipment costs will 
be paid by Ancero’s upstream supplier.  Ancero and its suppliers are protected against any damage to the 
device while in transit and are not liable for any delay experienced while the package is in the custody of 
the insured carrier.  
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Warranty Exclusions and Limitations 

Ancero and its upstream supplier do not warrant any physical adjustments or 'improvements' made to the 
physical hardware of the unit without prior written consent from Ancero.  Interference and/or tampering 
with the device will void the warranty agreement.  Mistreatment of the BDR or LBR hardware including 
but not limited to: exposure to elements, water damage, extreme heat, and or physical abuse occurring 
outside of a disaster will void warranty protection.  Interfering, modifying and/or tampering with BDR or 
LBR software outside of its intended use without prior written consent from Ancero will void the 
warranty.  Failure to pay any and all service fees incurred during the use of the device will void the 
warranty.  
 
Extended Hardware Warranty 
An extended hardware warranty may be purchased for a BDR or LBR device to cover the device beyond 
the initial warranty period.  Customer must request a quote for the extended warranty at least sixty (60) 
days prior to the end of the current hardware warranty period.  The cost for the extended hardware 
warranty for a BDR or LBR device varies based on product class. 

Device	Upgrade	Policy	

Ancero offers a device upgrade policy whereby a Customer may request a larger device model than the 
device they currently own.   The current device must be under warranty in order to be eligible for this 
Device Upgrade Policy and upgrades may only occur once during any three year period.  For upgrades 
that occur between a particular class of products, the cost to upgrade to a larger device is $200 plus the 
difference in hardware price between the two devices.  The Customer must purchase the larger device 
and, once it is setup and fully functional, the original unit must be returned to Ancero’s upstream supplier.  
Upon receipt of the original undamaged device, Customer will be refunded the purchase price of the 
original hardware less the $200 upgrade fee.  For upgrades that occur within a particular class of products, 
the Customer must pay for the cost of the upgrade kit.  The services required to migrate to the new device 
are not covered under this Device Upgrade policy and will be billed separately.  Freight and insurance 
charges for returning the original device are also not covered in this Device Upgrade Policy and will be 
billed separately.  This Device Upgrade Policy is a non-transferrable benefit that is only applicable to the 
original purchaser of the BDR or LBR appliance. 

Off‐Site	Data	Replication	and	Synchronization	

“Roundtrip drives” are a critical component to replicating data and syncing to our off-site data centers as 
quickly as possible.  As such, it is a best practice to sync a Roundtrip drive to the BDR or LBR device as 
soon as possible in order to mitigate the risk of having your local data fall out of sync with your off-site 
data.  
 
After the sync process successfully completes between the BDR or LBR device and the Roundtrip drive, 
the Roundtrip drive should be shipped to the off-site data center IMMEDIATELY, thus limiting the 
amount of data change between the Roundtrip drive and the local BDR or LBR device. 

Roundtrip Service 

Ancero provides one initial Roundtrip service per BDR or LBR device, and up to one additional service 
per calendar quarter, if required.  If a Partner exceeds one Roundtrip service per quarter, a fee will be 
charged respective to the size of the device. 
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Failure to return Roundtrip drives in a timely manner will perpetuate the cycle of data lag, and may 
require the purchase of additional Roundtrip services to keep off-site data current.  If a Roundtrip drive 
has been in a Customer’s possession for two weeks, a warning will be placed on the account.  After four 
weeks, the drive will be deemed late, and Ancero will send notification to have the drive returned in a 
timely fashion.  After eight weeks, the Roundtrip will be deemed delinquent and the Customer will be 
charged for the full replacement cost of the drive. 
 
If a Roundtrip is required due to a failed sync, device upgrade, technical support issue, or other issue 
beyond the control of the Customer, Ancero, at its sole discretion, may waive service fees. 

Returning a Roundtrip Drive 

When shipping back Roundtrip hardware devices, drives, and accessories, the original shipping packaging 
must be used.  Use of non-original packaging can result in damage, device failure, and/or data 
synchronization problems.  Original packaging consists of the box, packing foam and materials, power 
supply, and USB data transfer cables.  Damaged devices received due to improper packaging will result in 
replacement fees.  Failure to return all cables with the Roundtrip device will result in a $5 fee for each 
missing cable.  
 
Should a drive come back physically damaged, Ancero will notify the customer and a new drive shipment 
will be scheduled.  If cause of damage is due to improper packaging, Customer will be charged the full 
price of the drive as shown in the replacement fee schedule above.  If the damaged device was packaged 
correctly, the Customer will not be charged fees for an additional Roundtrip service.  
 
Should a drive come back with corrupted or missing data, Ancero will notify the Customer and a new 
drive shipment will be scheduled.  Charging for additional Roundtrip service is at the discretion of 
Ancero based on the particular circumstance. 

Roundtrip Sync Timeframes  

Data on 1 TB and 2 TB Roundtrip drives will be synced and migrated to the off-site cloud within 7 
business days after receipt.  Data on Roundtrip drives and exceeding 3 TB will be synced and migrated to 
the off-site cloud as quickly as possible, however sync times will vary based on volume size and 
scheduling. 
 
Bandwidth Requirements for Off-Site Data Replication 
The following chart shows the transfers rates that you can send data off-site to the cloud using various 
Internet connectivity speeds.  This chart should be used as a reference to determine if the appropriate and 
necessary bandwidth is available to keep the data synchronized between the local BDR or LBR device 
and the Cloud.  Low bandwidth may result in an excessive need of off-site data replication and 
synchronization services outside of the allotted one Roundtrip per calendar quarter.  
 
NOTE: When performing transfer speed calculations, be sure to use the upload speed, as opposed to 
download speed.  For most ISPs these figures are disparate.  
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 Speed in Kilobytes  
per second  

Speed in Megabits  
per second  

Daily GBs 
Transferred  
24 Hours @  
Full Speed  

Weekly GBs 
Transferred  

7 Days @ Full Speed 

25 KB/s 0.2 Mb/s 2.1 GB 14.4 GB 

50 KB/s 0.4 Mb/s 4.1 GB 28.8 GB 

75 KB/s 0.6 Mb/s 6.2 GB 43.3 GB 

100 KB/s 0.8 Mb/s 8.2 GB 57.7 GB 

150 KB/s 1.2 Mb/s 12.4 GB 86.5 GB 

200 KB/s 1.6 Mb/s 16.5 GB 115.4 GB 

300 KB/s 2.3 Mb/s 24.7 GB 173.0 GB 

400 KB/s 3.1 Mb/s 33.0 GB 230.7 GB 

500 KB/s 3.9 Mb/s 41.2 GB 288.4 GB 

1000 KB/s 7.8 Mb/s 82.4 GB 576.8 GB 

1280 KB/s 10.0 Mb/s 105.5 GB 738.3 GB 

Off‐Site	Virtualization;	Disaster	Declaration	Services	&	Fees	

The Ancero BDR or LBR Service includes up to a maximum of thirty (30) days of off-site virtualizations 
per year.  In the event Customer requires off-site virtualization services, Ancero shall request written 
notice of the disaster declaration by Customer.  Upon receiving such notice, Ancero will charge Customer 
on an hourly basis at Ancero’s then current professional services rates to provision, configure and confirm 
functionality of the off-site cloud environment.  The services required to transition back from the off-site 
virtualization environment to Customer’s production environment (i.e., “fail back”) are also performed on 
an hourly basis at Ancero’s then current professional services rates. 
 
CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGES THIS LIMITATION OF SERVICE AND ACCEPTS AS A 
MATERIAL CONDITION TO PURCHASING THIS SERVICE.  CUSTOMER FURTHER 
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT A TRANSITION BACK TO THEIR PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT 
(I.E., FAIL BACK) MUST OCCUR PRIOR TO THE CONCLUSION OF THEIR OFF-SITE 
VIRTUALIZATION PERIOD IN ORDER TO AVOID LOSS OF DATA AND FUNCTIONALITY.	

Off‐Site	Virtualization	Connectivity	

Connectivity options to the cloud-based virtualization service may be provided as follows.  Please contact 
Ancero engineering for the connectivity option that is best suited for your requirement. 
 

1. Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) – RDP is useful for situations where only a single user (e.g, 
network administrator) requires access to the system at a given time. 

2. OpenVPN – OpenVPN connections are highly recommended to access off-site virtualization by 
multiple users simultaneously.  OpenVPN is a full-featured open source SSL VPN solution that 
accommodates a wide range of configurations including remote access.  OpenVPN must be 
enabled by Ancero and its upstream provider and enables unlimited connections to the off-site 
network.  Fully configuring an OpenVPN solution takes several hours minimally and even longer 
depending on the complexity of the environment.  Client based software must be installed on each 
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device that requires access to the off-site virtualization environment and can be downloaded 
from:  http://openvpn.net/index.php/open-source/downloads.html. 

3. Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) VPN – IPsec VPN is a site-to-site VPN connection between 
a router or firewall and the off-site virtualization data center.  This makes one universal 
connection that can be used by multiple users on the same network.  NOTE:  In order to ensure 
the IPsec connections are able to be properly established in a disaster scenario, it is required to 
configure the connection in advance.  If IPsec is the preferred method of connectivity, Customer 
should contact Ancero to schedule the IPsec connectivity testing. 

Service	Exclusions	

Remediation, Repair or Replacement of Failed Production Devices 

Ancero’s BDR Service does not include any hardware or service fees associated with the remediation, 
repair or replacement of production equipment being protected.  Ancero can provide a quotation for such 
products and services upon Customer request. 

Off-Site Virtualized Environment Fail Over / Fail Back 

Ancero’s BDR or LBR Monthly Service Fees do not include professional services that may be required to 
fail over to the off-site virtualization environment.  Upon receiving written notice of a disaster declaration 
by Customer, Ancero will provide off-site virtualization provisioning, configuration and testing services 
at Ancero’s then current professional services rates which will be billed separately.  The services required 
to transition back to Customer’s production environment from the off-site cloud (i.e., “fail back”) are also 
not included and will be provided at Ancero’s then current professional services rates and billed 
separately. 

Device Upgrade Services 

Customer may upgrade to a higher model device upon request in accordance with the Device Upgrade 
Policy outlined in this Agreement.  The services required to migrate to the new device are not covered 
under this BDR or LBR Service and will be billed separately. 

Onsite Remediation 

Onsite remediation of BDR or LBR device-related issues fall outside the scope of this service and may be 
performed by Ancero at an additional cost to Customer upon request.   

Help	Desk	&	Support	

Support Hours 

Unless otherwise agreed to in writing, help desk support for non-critical issues (P2 and P3 Severity Codes 
as defined below) will be provided during regular business hours, which are defined as Monday through 
Friday from 8:00AM to 8:00PM EST.  Critical issues such as a complete system outage will be responded 
to on a 24x7x365 basis.  A Customer request to obtain emergency support for a non-critical issue outside 
of standard business hours will be billed separately. Statutory holidays observed by Ancero are New 
Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day.  
During these designated holidays Ancero may operate with a reduced staff and Customers may 
experience slower than normal response times. 
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Response vs. Resolution Time 

It is critical to understand that response time and resolution time are separate and distinct measurements 
of time.  Response time is the time it takes to initially return contact to a Customer and acknowledge the 
problem after the Ancero technical staff has received a service request.  Resolution time is the date and 
time a given problem is actually resolved.  Because of the potential impact of third party vendors and the 
complexity of certain kinds of technical situations, Ancero cannot provide guaranteed resolution times.  If 
a problem cannot be resolved within the escalation time frame it will be automatically escalated from the 
help desk technician to a higher level resource for additional support.   
 
A variety of factors, including many beyond Ancero’s control, can impact the time needed to resolve a 
technical problem.  In most cases, support requests will require the active participation of a Customer 
representative who is familiar with the reported problem, and who is able to work with the assigned 
Ancero support technician to ensure a satisfactory resolution.  Third party vendor support agreements and 
their associated response times can significantly impact the time needed by Ancero to resolve a technical 
problem.  Ancero’s BDR or LBR Solution is not intended to be a guarantee of system or network 
functionality. 
 
All services provided by Ancero will be tracked and managed via Ancero’s ticketing system.  Ancero will 
not be responsible for interacting with or updating any third party ticketing system.   

Acceptable	Use	Policy	

As a condition to purchasing this service, Customer must accept and agree to the upstream service 
provider’s (Datto, Inc.) Acceptable Use Policy as defined in the End User License Agreement (EULA) 
located at the following URL: http://dattobackup.com/eula/ 
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Service	Level	Objective	

Ancero provides all BDR customers with access to priority support from our help desk and support staff.  
The following matrix defines the service level objective provided by Ancero under the BDR Service:   
 

Severity 
Code Severity 

Initial 
Response 
Time 

Escalation 

P1 

Critical – A situation that is causing a critical 
impact to the Customer’s business operation with 
wide-spread outage, or impact to a critical user 
or group of users, and no immediate workaround 
is available.  The Customer’s workflow 
capabilities are severely limited or degraded. 

15 minutes 
from receipt of 

call 

1 Hour from 
first response

P2 

High - A P1 situation with a workaround such 
that the Customer can continue to use the 
covered device at an acceptable level. The 
Customer’s workflow capabilities may be 
moderately limited or degraded. 

30 minutes 
from receipt of 

call 

4 Hour from 
first response

P3 

Normal - Low impact problems and/or services 
which do not require immediate resolution or 
completion, as they do not directly affect the 
Customer’s productivity or limit functionality.  
This includes routine system maintenance, 
patching and updates as required. The 
Customer’s workflow capabilities are not limited 
or degraded.  P3 issues are considered non-
critical and will be handled during standard 
business hours. 

4 hours from 
receipt of call 

As necessary 
as 

determined 
by 

engineering 
staff 

 
Note: Ancero’s technical staff reserves the right to adjust the severity code as the situation develops, and 
as the support requirement warrants. 

Customer	Obligations	

 Customer must notify Ancero in advance of material changes that may impact a protected device 
or devices, or inhibit or delay Ancero’s ability to render service. 

 Customer must assign one or more staff members to assist and actively work with Ancero 
technical staff as needed to resolve problems during the provisioning of help desk and remote 
support services, especially during the initial enrollment process. 

 To avoid significant interruption in BDR service, Customer is strongly encouraged to maintain 
the hardware warranty for the BDR device(s). 

 Customer must maintain dedicated, high-speed Internet service in accordance with the minimum 
bandwidth requirements outlined in this Agreement. 

 Customer must provide Ancero the required access and/or credentials to adjust firewall settings 
and Domain Network Services (DNS) settings in the event off-site virtualization is necessary. 

 Customer must ensure that all devices to be backed up and protected under this service are 
connected to the network, powered and accessible by the BDR appliance during the scheduled 
backup process. 


